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Microwave Construction
on a Shoestring
A personal view

Microwave construction on a shoestring
This second talk was a continuation on the one given the day before about the modification and re-use of satellite LNBs
on amateur bands - mainly 3cm. However, whereas the first one concentrated on the LNB itself, this one intended to
broaden out into related areas, such as consideration of high-stab LO sources and suitable filtering methods, both for
LO multiplier and image rejection use.
Some comments were left out that ought have been included in the talk, and these have been added to the text here.

Ebay component sources
RF Basic Store - Maryland USA
huge variety of smd components
Pw928gts - Bury St Edmund
smd and leaded components
G4TWJ - Bury Lancs
microwave link stripdowns
Pyro-joseph - Florida USA
lots of RF bits and pieces

Ebay as a useful source of components and microwave items
It’s hardly a surprise that Ebay should get a mention. I’m not particularly good at zeroing in to what I want to find, so here are
several sellers that may be of interest that I’ve found, in case you have the same problem.
1. RF Basic Store
Lots and and lots of surface mount components from voltage regulators to mmics, and all at very reasonable prices. If you like
the mini-circuits range of connectorised modules, you’ll find a good number of these too. Multiple item purchases are sent at
realistic postal rates, so feel very confident with this American supplier. The range appears to be added too quite often, so it’s
worth having a look every month or so.

2. Pw928 gts
Located in Bury St Edmunds - has a fairly stable range of components. Worth keeping an eye on.

3. G4TWJ
It was very pleasing to see Thomas on the attendees list - if only to try and embarrass him by being mentioned (I failed...).
Often has 10 and 24 GHz modules on offer.

4. Pyro-Joseph
Again, lots of microwave items for sale, so worth keeping an eye on.

Put any of these names into Google to find a suitable Ebay link.

RF Basic store

- no shortage of mmic’s...

A couple of examples.....
uPC2710TB
25 for $7.00

(SOT-363)

MGA83563
10 for $13.00

- and with greater lead spacing
Agilent INA-02186
5 for $15.00

Components reclaimed from satellite LNBs
The next two slides are taken from the first talk, and were repeated for the sake of completeness.
A third slide shows a useful web site that I often use to identify smd codes. It is fine for discrete items like transistors and
diodes, but does not include ICs or many Gaasfets.

Mmic’s/Gaasfets sourced from satellite LNBs
These 6 pin SOT363 devices are widely used in
LNBs (and are marked C1H and C1E)

___________
(C1H)

Thomson 13553

)

O

Gaasfets
Current production
NEC NE4210S01
Gain: 13dB @ 12GHz
NF: 0.5dB @ 12GHz
Ptot: 165mW

NEC NE3210S01
Gain: 13.5dB @
12GHz

Mitsubishi
MGF4941AL
Gain: 13.5dB @ 12GHz

NF: 0.35dB @ 12GHz

NF: 0.35dB @ 12GHz

Ptot: 165mW

Ptot: 50mW

_________________________________ Replacement status ______________________________

NEC FHX05LG

NEC FHX06LG

Mitsubishi MGF4918D NEC FHX35LG

NEC FHX14LG

Gain: 10.5dB

Gain: 10.5dB

Gain: 9.5dB

Gain: 10dB

Gain: 13dB

NF: 0.9dB

NF: 1.1dB

NF: 0.6dB

NF: 1.2dB

NF: 0.55dB

Ptot: 180mW

Ptot: 180mW

Ptot:

Ptot: 290mW

Ptot: 180mW

Smd codes:
http://www.tkb-4u/code/smdcode/indexsmdcode.php

Use of reference oscillators as part of a multiplier chain
Oscillator frequency stability becomes increasingly important as operating frequency increases. If you can work out
suitable multiplications, there is much to be said for multiplying up directly from a frequency reference. There are many 2
ppm modules available, and 5 or 10 MHz ovened units are available that will give you 100 Hz accuracy at 10 GHz. At
several rallies a couple of years ago, Racal 9420 5 MHz modules were selling for under £10.00.
Some time can be saved on making up multiplier stages by using surplus pmr equipment that were based on the mutiplier
approach, for example, the Philips M296, F496 and FR5000 units. In the case of the UHF M296 (the F496 was a subequipped version of this board), the transmitter had a multplication of x32. For a 9.6 GHz LO, this requires a 480 MHz
output from the M296. It’s slightly out of band for a ‘U0’ band M296, but it should still tune. All the multipliers are x2, so for
a 5 MHz reference, the first one will have to operate x4, but I have not noticed any difference when doing this. Output from
the pre-driver (TO-5 MRF629) is at about 1W, and should be enough for further multiplication, so all the remaining stages
can be disconnected.
Likewise, a VHF FR5000 tx driver module (lots were used on UK analogue trunking networks) can be used with a 14.4
MHz reference oscillator feeding the original crystal oscillator, which ran at x12, to give 172.8MHz. When multiplied by a
further 60 this will produce 10 368 MHz, and a useful beacon produced. Alternatively, by varying the voltage on the
modulaion pin, a tuning range of 300 KHz, or so, should be possible at 3cm, covering the ssb portion of the band when
used as a direct conversion transverter.
Both these approaches are detailed in the following five slides. A feature of both projects is the use of a humble 1N4148
silicon diode as multiplier, followed by a pcb etched inter-digital filter to select the fifth or sixth harmonic, as appropriate.
For up or down converter use, one usually has to resort to double conversion in order to get a useful final IF out of a
standard reference frequency unit (though not always - for instance, if you can settle for a 1296 MHz IF, a 14.4 MHz
reference frequency can be multiplied by 630 to 9072 MHz to give the 1296 MHz difference frequency).

Reference oscillators
Racal ovened 5 MHz standard 

Various 2ppm temperature compensated units
10 MHz, 12.8 MHz, 14.4 MHz


Ex PMR equipment
Pye F496 (M296)
Tx pcb



Pye FR5000 (K band
Tx driver) 

10 GHz LO multiplications for some standard ref
frequencies
For direct conversion:
14.4 MHz x 720 = 10368 MHz
12.8 MHz x 810 = 10368 MHz

For dual conversion:
10 MHz x 48 = 480 MHz x 20 = 9600 MHz 1st IF = 768 MHz
10 MHz x 24 = 240 MHz x 3 = 720 MHz

2nd IF = 48 MHz

or
14.4 MHz x 630 = 9072 MHz 1st IF = 1296 MHz
14.4 MHz x 80 = 1152 MHz 2nd IF = 144 MHz

Rag-bag 3cm exciter

14.4 MHz x 720

10 GHz LO multiplications for some standard ref
frequencies
For direct conversion:
14.4 MHz x 720 = 10368 MHz
12.8 MHz x 810 = 10368 MHz

For dual conversion:
10 MHz x 48 = 480 MHz x 20 = 9600 MHz 1st IF = 768 MHz
10 MHz x 24 = 240 MHz x 3 = 720 MHz

2nd IF = 48 MHz

or
14.4 MHz x 630 = 9072 MHz 1st IF = 1296 MHz
14.4 MHz x 80 = 1152 MHz 2nd IF = 144 MHz

3cm receiver using Pye M296 tx as LO multiplier

Multiple output frequency converter using a 14.4 MHz reference
Any attempt at a ‘club project’ 3cm converter soon comes up against the thorny problem of ‘What IF?’ - ask three
people what they would prefer, and all are likely to give differant answers. So it is interesting to note that from a
single 14.4 MHz reference, you can get:
a) 1296 MHz (single conversion)
b) 144 MHz (double conversion)
c) 28.8 MHz (tripple conversion)
Admittedly, the latter does not fall on an even number of MHz, so is not quite so convenient.

10 GHz LO multiplications for some standard ref
frequencies
For direct conversion:
14.4 MHz x 720 = 10368 MHz
12.8 MHz x 810 = 10368 MHz

For dual conversion:
10 MHz x 48 = 480 MHz x 20 = 9600 MHz 1st IF = 768 MHz
10 MHz x 24 = 240 MHz x 3 = 720 MHz

2nd IF = 48 MHz

or
14.4 MHz x 630 = 9072 MHz 1st IF = 1296 MHz
14.4 MHz x 80 = 1152 MHz 2nd IF = 144 MHz

14.4 MHz reference for 1296 MHz or 10368 MHz

24 GHz double conversion to 48 MHz from a 5 or 10 MHz reference
This works out quite nicely for a 1st IF of 1008 MHz, and finds another use for a satellite LNB. Many of the commercial link
front-ends require an LO/2 drive, which in this case is 11.520 GHz, and within the passband of a UK Ku band LNB, so you
can use the image filter as part of the multiplier chain as the final x2, x3 or x4 stage. The LNB response shown is a little
poor on the HF side of the passband, and would only give 30 dB of rejection, but I have obtained 45 dB rejection of all
unwanted products on a couple of units used in this same way. The drive was fed via the LNB RF stages and at a level to
make them clip. No re-tuning was required to obtain gain at the drive frequency.

24 GHz LO multiplication for a 5 or 10 MHz
standard reference
1st IF = 1008 MHz
2nd IF = 48 MHz
10 MHz x 48 (Pye M296 Tx strip, say) = 480 MHz.
Then x 2 = 960 MHz

960 MHz x 12 = 11520 MHz (then x2 in the 24 GHz front
end block)
This gives 1st IF at 1008 MHz - mix this with 960 MHz
to give 2nd IF of 48 MHz

Image filter response - Amstrad SLB1
Interdigital Image filter on SLB-1 LNB used as
part of a multiplier chain for 24 GHz LO

)
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Filtering
The next few slides relate to filtering.
In the first one, the output spectrum is shown for a G88 LNB, where the diode pair mixer has been used as a tx mixer with an
LO at 9.6 GHz and the output taken after the image filter. It shows how useful the integral image filter can be. There is quite a
large LO leakage, but it is still 10 dB lower than the wanted sideband. The 30 dB worth of image rejection might be considered
enough in an rx converter context, and puts you well on the way for a transmitter source,
Interdigital filters
These filters were all made by step-and-repeating the same bit of artwork. There wasn’t much calculating done - the number
of sections generally being determined by the space that was available on the pcb... Each section is a half wave long. The
pass-band width is always quite large, and often has the odd null in it, so it would be good to do some proper analysis at some
time. As it is, the designs are at least very simple. The first filter shown was etched on standard 1.6mm FR4 dielectric, but the
rest were on Taconic RF-35 0.8mm material, and formed part of the GB3CAM 10 GHz beacon multiplier. As can be seen from
the response, the initial attempt at the 3456 MHz filter came out very low. Scaling the length was enough to get things right on
the next itteration.
Ceramic resonators
These units can give good out of band attenuation. Look for the three section types that are made from quarterwave ceramic
transmission lines. They all look very similar, and are quite distinct compared to the much lower performance block filters often
seen at 2.4 GHz. Particularly useful are the ‘942 MHz’ units, which have enough bandwidith to operate at 960 MHz - a common
multiplier requirement, I find.
Pipe cap filters
I first saw these in QEX, but I’m told they might have originated in Dubus. They have the advantage of simplicity, and can be
adequate even though they won’t compete with a good wave-guide filter, as can be seen on the comparison graph. However, a
single section would give 40 dB image rejection on 3cm with an IF of 700 MHz. When using modified LNBs to give gain blocks
at 3cm, there is usually plenty of gain available(!), so interestingly, filter inband loss is not necessarily a priority, and this can be
traded for out of band performance (by keeping the coupling probles short). An example of this is shown on the slide for a
sinngle pipe cap filter with 1mm probes. This sample, using an M2.5 brass tuning screw mounted in a 15mm pipe-cap tuned
right down to 6 GHz before bottoming out onto the pcb ground-plane. Of interest here, is the through loss at resonance, which
is similar at 6 and 10.368 GHz. I didn’t notice any cavity resonance, the filter seeming to act as a quarterwave resonator, but
I’m told that you can get this effect.
The dual cap filter slide shows a sharper response, but with an additional minor HF resonance. This is caused by the
combination of cavity and interconnecting coax length, which for this unit was of random length. The insertion loss is also much
greater. I ought really to have spent more time optomising this filter, but it does show how careful you need to be.

Use of integral image filter in
a G88 LNB
Using internal LO set to 9650 MHz
IF at 717 MHz (level -10 dBm)

Interdigital filter on 1.6mm FR4 material

Filter response

Multiplier O/P spectrum

Interdigital filter on 0.8mm Taconic RF-35 material

__________________________________________________
(In-band insertion loss: 10 dB)

Initial Test board

Output spectrum of 3cm GB3CAM multiplier
Initial 1728 MHz multiplier filter is a scaled version of the 3456 MHz filter

x4

x2

432 MHz
I/P


0 MHz


3456 MHz

Ceramic filters

Front-end 3cm
filtering

Inband insertion loss: 10dB

Pipe-cap filters
In-band insertion loss:
2 dB (LH trace)
1.5 dB (RH trace)

15mm pipe cap used at 3cm

Dual pipepcap filter

In-band insertion loss:
11 dB (LH trace)
10 dB (RH trace)
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Transmission line filter
A useful filter for use below 1 GHz (but above 50 MHz) is the transmission line filter made from semi-rigid cable. It can fill in all
the non-standard frequency requirements you may have. It is inherantly screened (well not the trimmers, I suppose) and can
have its inputs and outputs widely spaced, so is good for interconnecting two randomly placed wadges of circuitry.
The general idea is to top couple the live ends of two quarterwave transmission lines. More sections can be added to obtain
steeper sides, which might be a requirement for an image filter, for example.
In practice, the ‘cold’ ends of the lines, where the signal is fed in and out requires reactive shunting to ground to maintain the
loaded Q at something reasonable when fed at 50 ohms. Shunt loading can either be inductive or capacitive, although since
the reactance required will be quite low, perhaps of the order of 5 - 10 ohms, you need to be careful of the sort of capacitor you
use. Where using inductive loading, it is much easier to obtain a reliable/repeable low reactance inductance.
Use decent microwave trimmers, if you can, and top couple (if there isn’t enough self capacitance between the trimmers) with
twisted insulated wire that you can cut back until you get the coupling factor necessary for the particular job in hand.
The last slide of the four shows the characteristics of capacitive and inductive shunt loading. If you want a sharp LF roll-off,
such as for an image filter with low side injection, use inductive loading. At 500 MHz this will amount to a short stub of wire
about 2mm long, so a neat way of doing this is to extend the inner of the semi-rigid by say 5mm and put a right-hand bend in it
to the ground-plane, at which point it is soldered to ground. You can then tap the input/output up from that ground until you get
the optimum performance.
Below 200 MHz, the transmission lines may be longer than the space you have available on the pcb, if you keep them straight.
So in this case you can coil them into a close spaced helix. This is quite useful also for getting the live end up off the pcb to the
height of the live portion of the trimmer capacitor.

Transmission line filters

Useful below 1 GHz

Inductive end loading

Capacitive end loading

2m BPF with shunt inductance end loading
2 x 30pF
piston trimmers
2 x 117mm lengths of RG402

Inband loss = 6dB

Inband loss = 1.5dB

l 7mm l

Transmission line filters

Values and dimensions suitable for 300 MHz

Effect of capacitive or inductive end loading

Power amplifier mechanics
One important thing to observe with microwave power amplifiers is to keep the common ground path short, since
most of these devices use the mounting base as the source connection - either via the flange or in the case of an sma
device, the copper slug in the base of the package. Common inductance introduced here through careless mechanics
can have a large detrimental effect on stage gain. A simple and reliable way of doing this is to solder thin copper strip
across the bottom of the pcb across the mounting hole. The strip should be well sodered, and needn’t extend more
than a few mm beyond the hole. In the case of smd devices, where the copper slug is intended to connect to a pad
with many ground vias, both to get the heat away and to produce a low reactance path, you can cut a hole in the
board and insert a copper slug of the same thickness as the pcb material. It’s fiddly but effective if you can’t
manufacture boards with plated through holes. The 1296 MHz amplifier shown in the slide does exactly this.
Incidentically, this amplifier was quite interesting. Perhaps I was just lucky, but it seemed enough to take the board
layout pattern from the data sheets 900 MHz example design, and shorten the transmission line lengths pro-rata for
23cm. Reducing the shunt capacitor values in the same way resulted in an almost first time success - the only value
that required a further tweak was the output 2p2 shunt capacitor.
Terminating coax to the edge of the board can be done in a similar way, extending the copper strip beyond the edge
of the pcb so that the feed coax outer can be soldered down to the strip. I use this method on all my 3cm power
amplifiers.

Power amplifier
- mechanics

LDMOS 6W amplifier for 1296 MHz

And finally....
I added the final three slides, which are perhaps a little out-of-context here, because I thought that this was an
interesting thing to think about.
In the analogue days of UK satellite operation, it was standard to use off-set dishes, and with these, the dish
would be elliptic with a vertical length greater than the horizontal. It seemed quite a simple matter to work out the
logic for this - just view the dish from the point at which the LNB sees it, and hey-presto, you now see a circular
section, so the vertical and horizontal beamwidths should be the same.
Come the mini-dish, however, and now you have a larger dish horizontal width than vertical height. What is going
on? - when you now look from the LNB feedpoint, the dish looks even more squashed, so you have a sharper
horizontal beamwidth than vertical - plus the LNB has to have a more complicated feed horn to obtain constant
ilumination.

After talking to many people, one explanation recurred, and the answer appears to be hinted at in the third slide.
There are now so many Ku band satellites up there (spaced at about 5 degrees) that the dish requires a
minimum horizontal beamwidth to avoid interference from adjacent satellites. It is interesting that S/N may not
now be the dominating factor in dish sizing.

Incidentally, because the illumination requirement of a mini-dish is differant, expect dissapointing results if you
use an LNB not meant for mini-dish use on a minidish. Only use a fully circular horn feed LNB for dishes that
have a circular reflecting section.

And finally...
Typical offset dish from analogue Astra days
Head-on view
Offset view (from LNB)

Straightforward, really.

45cm Astra mini-dish
Typical offset dish from current analogue Astra set-up
Head-on view

Offset view (from LNB)

Horizontal beamwidth noticeably sharper - but why?

Perhaps this clutter is a clue...

Taken from http://macuk.org.uk

